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Theme 2 

 

National economy 
Grammar: irregular verbs, verb tenses-present, past, present perfect 

 

Čas potřebný k prostudování učiva lekce: 10 vyučujících hodin 
Čas potřebný k ověření učiva lekce: 45 minut 
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V případě potřeby je možno konzultovat konkrétní problém s vyučujícím daného 
kurzu 
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1. Complete the table with the correct verb forms. 

Czech equivalent Infinitive Past simple Past participle 

    

 know   

  understood  

   read 

  wrote  

 buy   

  drew  

   felt 

  spoke  

   seen 

 bring   

 

2. Ask questions about the underlined words. Use the verb tense of the 

statement. 

There are several sectors in national economy.  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Companies provide people with goods.  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Our firm did not make any profit last year.  

…….…………………………………………………………………………… 

I have always thought of being a sole trader.  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

They are installing posters in the exhibition hall 

..…………………………………………...................................................... 

3. Complete the sentences with the correct verb form, past simple or 

present perfect. 

The share of primary sector in GDP …………… since 1980s. (fall) 

The company …………… many applications for that position up to now. (not,receive) 

The costs per square meter …………… significantly last year. (rise) 

Jones, Ltd. …………… salaries to rescue this year profit. (cut) 

He …………… equipment from producers at special price in December. (buy) 

4. Use present simple or progressive in the sentences. 

I ……………the situation very well now. (understand) 

The boss ……………his subordinates every Monday morning. (meet) 

They ……………costs of the new product these days. (calculate) 

I don´t like him: he …..always …………… of everything. (complain) 

At this moment the CEO …………… a speech at the meeting. (make)  
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KEY 

1. Complete the table with the correct verb forms. 

Czech equivalent Infinitive Past simple Past participle 

vědět know knew known 

rozumět understand understood understood 

číst read read read 

psát write wrote written 

koupit buy bought bought 

kreslit draw drew drawn 

cítit feel felt felt 

mluvit speak spoke spoken 

vidět see saw seen 

přinést bring brought brought 

 

2. Ask questions about the underlined words. Use the verb tense of the 

statement. 

There are several sectors in national economy. How many sectors are there in national economy? 

Companies provide people with goods. Who do companies provide with goods? 

Our firm did not make any profit last year. When did our company not make any profit? 

I have always thought of being a sole trader. What have you always thought of being? 

They are installing posters in the exhibition hall. Where are they installing posters? 

3. Complete the sentences with the correct verb form, past simple or 

present perfect. 
The share of primary sector in GDP has fallen since 1980s. 

The company has not received many applications for that position up to now. 

The costs per square meter rose significantly last year. 

Jones, Ltd. have cut salaries to rescue this year profit. 

He bought equipment from producers at special price in December. 

4. Use present simple or progressive in the sentences. 
I understand the situation very well now.  

The boss meets his subordinates every Monday morning. 

They are calculating costs of the new product theses days. 

I don´t like him: he is always complaining of everything. 

At this moment the CEO is making a speech at the meeting. 


